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ABSTRACT

While the technique of two-dimensional angular correlation of the electron-positron
annihilation radiation (2D-ACAR) yields data in a reference frame ralated to detectors,
data interpretation is made in a reference frame related to the crystal.

The paper shows that consistent reformulation of the 2D-ACAR data in the crystal
frame can be obtained from the knowledge of the signature of crystal symmetry (SCS) in
the data.

Derivation of the SCS over varions Af-Umkiapp areas of the reciprocal lattice from a
rigorous definition also results in an improved a posteriori criterion concerning the twinned
or untwinned nature of the crystal under investigation.

The analysis of a c-projected 2D-ACAR spectrum on YBa2Cus07^, accurately estab-
lishes the untwinned nature of the used crystals and yields better resolved Fermi surface
ridge signatures at 2— and 3-Umklapp processes.
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1. Introduction

The technique of two-dimensional angular correlation of the electron-positron annihi-

lation radiation (2D-ACAR) [1-6] is reputed to be very demanding on eacli of its specific

components: detector performances, sample preparation, theoretical understanding of the

electron-positron interaction inside solids, off-line analysis of data.

The present paper addresses a step of the off-line analysis of 2D-ACAR data which

is subsequent to the operation of ruling out the specific detector generated systematic

errors, but prior to the operation of statistical noise smoothing, namely, rJje consistent

reformulation of the 2D-ACAR data in the reference frame of the crystal mid the derivation

of sensitive criteria for data consistency.

A 2D-ACAR statistics is put into one to one correspondence with a convenient 2D

projection of the electron momentum density of the sample onto a crystal plane. With

this significance in mind, LCW folding (Lock, Crisp and West [7]) is performed to enhance

the useful signal, symmetrization is done to improve the signal to noise ratio [8], regions

corresponding to various Umklapp processes are delimited in the histogram plane with the

aim to define unequivocally possible sheets of the Fermi surface [9j.

The acquisition of a 2D-ACAR spectrum is. however, done in a reference frame defined

by the detectors, The validity of the abovementioned operations mostly relies on the

assumption that the two reference frames, of the crystal and detectors respectively, define

a same plane for the histogram.

While the crystal-detector tuning is carefully checked in every 2D-ACAR experiment,

an inner analysis of the spectrum resulting in the conclusion of the equivalence of the

crystal-defined and detector-defined histogram planes would enhance the confidence into

the reliability of the inferences made from 2D-ACAR spectra.

A possible solution to such a problem is proposed in the present paper. The discussion

begins with two preliminary sections 2, and 3, where basic quantities are defined and data

features induced by the crystal and the setup respectively are characterized.

Section 4 solves the main technical problem of the analysis: rinding the crystal frame

axes from the detector frame data. The solution is based on the use of information about
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the signature of crystal symmetry in a convenient neighbourhood of the point F of the

histogram.

Histogram redefinition in the crystal frame is considered in section 5.

Section 6 shows that the angular dependence of the signature of crystal symmetry

governs the structure of the solutions obtained for the Euler angles which relate the crystal

defined and detector defined reference frames.

The reliability tests and consistency criteria which validate the output of the analysis

are grouped together hi section 7.

Section 8 analyses a (--projected 2D-ACAR spectrum on I'BI^CKJOT-JS get at the Uni-

versity of Geneva. Perhaps the most interesting result of this section is the distinction the

signature of crystal symmetry is able to make between physical and geometrical sources

of the symmetry properties characteristic to the 2D-ACAR spectra. An important practical

consequence is the derivation of an improved n posteriori criterion from inner data anal-

ysis concerning the twinned or untwinned character of the crystal. Data description in a

proper frame is found to yield better resolved Fenni surface ridge signatures at 2 - and

3 — Umklapo processes.

2. Quantities and Data Features Related to the Crystal

2.1. The rrystitl-deGncd histogram plane. The 2D-ACAR statistics collected on the

crystal of interest is assumed to integrate the (J+ — e~ pair momentum distribution

along a. principal crystalographic direction. The crystallographie plane onto which the

pair momentum distribution would be projected under perfect, crystal-detector tuning is

called the crystal-defined histogram plane (CDH plane, CDHP).

2.2. Symmetry properties of error-free 2D-ACAR statistics. According to the Neumann

principle (see, e.g., [10]), the symmetry point group of an error-free 2D-ACAR statistics is

a subduction to CDHP of the crystallographic point group of the reciprocal lattice of the

crystal and all observables on the statistics are invariant with respect to this symmetry

point group.

The distinct symmetry elements expected to occur within a 2D-ACAR spectrum are:

an inversion symmetry centre (the T point of the histogram, placed at the zero-momentum

projection of the distribution), a rotation axis, normal to CDHP at F, the order of which

equals that of the crystallographic axis involved in the 2D-ACAR projection, and symmetry

iines placed at the positions of the in-CDHP rotation axes of the crystal.

2.3. The crystal canonical reference frame, Vpxpypz, is the standard reference frame

of the first Brillouin zone of the crystal, (see, e.g., [11]). Its rpx, Tpv axes lie respectively

along symmetry lines in the CDH plane, while Tp2 is normal to CDHP. All crystal related

symmetry properties of 2D-ACAR spectra are properly described in this reference frame.

2.4. The first Brillouin zone within CDHP is the projection of the first Brillouin zone

of the crystal onto CDHP. Its basis vectors are denoted GT and Gv respectively.

2.5. The area of M-th Umklapp, DM, M = 0,1,2,... The annihilation of a positron

on an electron in the empty space proceeds under energy-momentum conservation of the

c+ - e~ pair. When it happens inside a crystal, however, crystal momenta, which are

linear combinations of the primitive translation vectors of the reciprocal lattice, ^an be

taken away by the annihilation radiation (Umklapp processes).

A 2D-ACAR (m, n)-Umklapp process will carry away a crystal momentum equal to

p,nn = (1)

The annihilation processes belonging to the (m,?i)-th Umklapp will cover in the CDH

plane an area equal to that of the first Brillouin zone. The CDH plane shows therefore

translations! invariance, of primitive vectors Gx and Gj, respectively.

The various cells of CDHP, however, carry unequal physical information. Most of the

annihilation processes are direct processes and therefore their momentum projection will

fall inside the first Brillouin zone. The amplitudes of the Umklapp processes decay, with

respect to the corresponding amplitudes at the translationally equivalent points inside

the first Brillouin zone, as the Fourier coefficients of a 2D series. The importance of the

Umklapp processes is therefore expected to steadily decrease with the increase of their

(m,n) labels.



The first Brillouin zone together with its surrounding manifold of (m,n) Umklapp

processes under

max{|m|,|n|}<M, (2)

define a geometrical area related by i similarity transform, of ratio 2M + 1, to the first

Brillouin zone. This area will be called in what follows the area of the M-th Umklapp,

and will be denoted D\i.

Its importance i.s twofold. First, the area of M-th Umklapp preserves the symmetry

properties of the first Brillouin zone. Second, the sequence of areas of M-th Umklapp

at M — 0, 1,..., defines a natural hierrarchy of the various contributions to the 2D-ACAR

spectrum. These two features enable consistent delimitation of a suitable area of CDHP

of maximum interest for the analysis and inside which the space group properties of the

statistics can be consistently exploited to enhance it.

2.6. Signature of Fermi surface of specimen in the 2D-ACAR data. The validity of

the identification of a 2D-ACAR statistics with a 2D projection of the electron momentum

distribution inside the crystal depends on the nature of the crystal [2].

The off-line analysis might result in the resolution of jumps characteristic to the

occurrence of specific sheets of Fermi surface of the specimen. Whether these jumps

represent sheets of Fermi surface indeed, it cannot be decided on the basis of signal analysis

alone. Complementary theoretical information [2, 12-17] is invoked to validate the output

of the analysis as a piece of Fermi surface [18-28].

3. Quantities and Data Features Related to Detectors

3.1. The. detector de£ned histogram plane. The present analysis is appropriate for

zero spin annihilating e+ — e~ pairs which represent the overwhelming fraction of the

annihilation events and are investigated in most of the existing 2D-ACAR installations.

Each zero spin annihilation yields a pair of gamma rays flying in nearly opposite

directions. The deviation from antiparallelism of the momenta of the gamma rays within

a pair represents the transverse momentum component of the annihilating e+ — e~ pair,

of interest for 2D-ACAR.

Its measurement is done using a pair of plane detectors symmetrically placed with

respect to the crystal and tuned such that their common normal axis fit the crystallographic

direction along which data integration is desired.

As a consequence, while the ideal CDH plane is sought, data collection in a 2D-ACAR

experiment proceeds, in a strict sense, in a plane defined by the pair of detectors.

In contradistinction to the CDH plane, there is a finite extension. DD, of the detector

defined histogram plane (DDH plane, DDHP) inside which 2D-ACAR data, are collected. This

follows from the use of detectors of finite angular aperture and it introduces an upper limit

•Mma.r to the number of DM areas (2),

A/= 0,1, (3)

which fall inside Do •

3.2. The detector related reference frame, Opfpj^pf. The axis joining the centres

of the two detectors constitutes the Op? axis. It intersects the DDH plane at O, which is

taken for the origin of the detector related frame. The in-plane Op® and Op'J axes are

conveniently chosen along directions of the detector symmetry axes, sought to be parallel

to the in-CDH plane axes TpT and Fpy respectively.

3.3. Data discretization by the detecting system. Irrespective of the principle govern-

ing detection of the gamma rays inside the detectors, the information stored in a 2D-ACAR

experiment is discretized. That is, the measurement of an e+ — e~ event does not ac-

tually store the measured (p®,pf) transverse momentum components. It performs their

discretization to ar> units (where <JD, the discretization constant, depends on the detector

and the geometry of the setup), i.e., determines the nearest integers, i and j , to p^/ao

and fy /O-D respectively, and then adds unity to the (;, j)-th element of the 2D array into

which data are stored.

As a result of this discretization procedure, the pixel, which is a square cell of side ap,

is the lowest information unit available for off-line data analysis inside DQ. Since ajy is a

small fraction of the resolution of the setup, we are entitled to conclude the mathematical



characterization of the information acquired in a 2D-ACAR experiment with the natural

assumption that it is uniformly distributed inside each pixel.

The 2D-ACAR data inside Dp are thus piecewise constant over a 2D square grid of step

size equal to ar>, which will be taken henceforth for the unit length along the in-DDHP axes,

Op? and 0p%.

Data correction for finite detector angular aperture and local sensibility variations

preserves this mathematical characterization of the information for off-line analysis [9].

4. Finding Crystal Frame Axes from Detector Frame Data

4.1. Basic quantities of interest. The discussion in the previous two sections evidenced

that a consistent off-line processing of a 2D-ACAR histogram IT has to keep under control

the relationship between the crystal and the detector related reference frames.

More precisely, a way is to be devised to reformulate the 2D-ACAR information from

the detector related frame Op^p^p? in the crystal related frame Tpxpypz. To be solved

quantitatively, this central problem of the paper requires the definition of the in-DDH plane

components of the translation vector OF and of the three EuJer Angles, 4>, 0, ii\ which

relate the two reference frames.

The order of the operations yielding these quantities is irrelevant. Once a step by

.step procedure for their definition was decided, however, the consistent reformulation of

the information from Op?p®p® to Tpxpyp, has to follow exactly the same steps.

4.2. Signature of the crystal symmetry in the data. The information within the

histogram H, of interest for the solution of such problem, is the signature of the crystal

symmetry (SCS) in the histogram. This is convenientely measured by the following chi-

square sum:

NM . £- ^ ^"i>-M> - m i l
I.J€AM (tj)pairs

In this equation, the pair (K,A) at the argument of \% denotes the site inside DD at

which the quantity \g is computed. Sites of Dp which can be accepted for (K, A) values

have to have tlie important property that symmetry transformations with respect to them

map pixels of H onto entire pixels of H (that is, they do not result in a redefinition of the

discretization during SCS evaluations). Such places are pixel centres, pixel corners, and

centres of pixel sides.

The domain DM over which the quantity (4) is defined is one of the distinct Mmax + 1

manifolds, centred at (K,A), which can accommodate symmetry adapted areas of M-th

Umklapp, Eqs.(2) and (3), inside Dp.

The total number of terms, JVM, which enter the two sums in Eq. (4), equals the

number of symmetry defined pairs of distinct pixels which can be formed inside DM • The

equation (4) explicitly defines them using the standard way of discrete symmetry group

theory: for each pixel [i,j) entering the representation domain AM of DM, the associated

star s,} is defined and summation of contributions \] is performed over all pairs of distinct

pixels inside .s;;, {(i]1,jjf); ('2.J2)}. Each x'i term measures the weighted departure from

the ideal crystal symmetry between the pixels of the pair entered as arguments:

where h(p,q) denotes the (p,<j)-th element of the 2D-ACAR histogram H under study.

4,3. Rough location of the histogram centre, T. The in-DDH plane components of the

translation vector OF are resolved in a two step approach. The first step consists in their

approximation to quarter-of-pixel accuracy from the study of the behaviour of the SCS

functional _\g in terms of the pairs (K, A).

Two observations define the right track to the solution. First, the discrete nature

and the finiteness of Do result in the important consequence that it can accommodate a

discrete, finite, and DM dependent set of possible centres (K,A) at which Eq. (4) can be

computed.

Second, the dominance of the direct processes and the steady decay of the information

with the increase of the labels (m,n) of the Umklapp processes define the qualitative

expected behaviour of \g in terms of the position of the pairs (K, A) inside Dp: this will

show a shape of inversed bell, with its minimum lying closest to the position of the P point

of the 2D-ACAR histogram H.

As a consequence, determination of the coordinates (K0,AO) at which XQ(K, A; DM)

shows a minimum, from the infimum problem,

(K,\; DM) (6)



will provide a first approximation for the point F. Its solution is obtained by a steepest

descent direct search procedure (section 8.2).

4.4. Signature of crystal symmetry around (KO, AQ). Once (K0, AQ) is determined and

the consistency tests 7.1 and 7.2 are fulfilled, we can refine the position of F to desired

accuracy and compute the three Euler angles.

This is done from a set of values \-Q(K, A; D M ) : computed over a convenient neigh-

bourhood V(KO,\O) °f (Ko, Ao). The neighbourhood V(KO,XQ) is chosen to be symmetric

around (K0 , AO), i.e., it covers a subset of the (K, X) manifold of the form

V(KO,AO) = {K0- L , ... , « [ , },A 6 { A o - I , ... , Aa + L}}, (7)

where the value L is defined by the simultaneous requirements that the data show low

polynomial degree variation inside V(K0, AO) and the (2i + 1) x (2L + 1) set in V(KO,\O)

is sufficiently large to be representative for a chi-square fit of a symmetry adapted trial

function which mimics an ideal signature of crystal symmetry.

4.5. Linearization of the chi-square problem for the solution of the fractionary (£, rj)

coordinates of F and Eulcr angles <p, S, ip. The result derived in section 4.3 allows defini-

tion, in the Op^p^p? reference frame, of the in-DDH plane coordinates of the centre F of

H as

= «o + ?, >jF = Ao + >/, (8)

where the magnitude of the fractionary coordinates £ and ?; does not exceed 0.25.

The fractionary (f, ij) coordinates of F and the Euler angles 4>, 0, 4> could then be

obtained from a chi-square sum fit which parametrizes the information on symmetry in

the neighbourhood (7) of («0,AQ).

The correct approach to the formulation of such parametrization is to start from data

representation in the FpiPyPz reference frame. In this frame, the parametrization is to

be manifestly invariant to the symmetry group characterizing the 2D-ACAR information.

Having at hand such a symmetry adapted representation of the information in TpxPgPz, a

transformation of coordinates is performed which leads to the Op®p®p® reference frame.

The output of these operations represents the adequate fit to the data (7) derived in the

9

detector related frame. Such an approach resulted in a transcendent non-linear problem

for which we did not find a straightforward solution.

We did, however, find that the fit problem can be linearized provided it is split in two

subproblems:

(i) Parametric solution (<&j,0o) to the Euler angles <j> and $, and

(ii) Solving for £, JJ and 4' as solutions of extremal equations at 4>0, 0O.

From now on, the procedure has nothing spectacular in it. Assuming that <j> and

6 were found, a standard chi-square sum problem for discrete data with equal weights

is written for f, rj, $. Its solutions are then found at the knots of a rectangular grid

{4>k,$i} generated in the (4>, 9) plane. The solution of Eq. (6)-like infimum problems over

repeatedly adjusted grids {<jit,0f} finally results in the identification of an Eq. (7)-like

neighbourhood which contains the <p0, 8Q solution. This solution is then refined using a

parametrization which is symmetry adapted to a rectangular grid.

Once the obtained solution (0O, #o) was validated by the reliability criterion 7.3, it is

used to get the solution of the step (ii) from the chi-square problem for f, rj, </\

5. Histogram Redefinition in the Crystal Frame

5.1. The combined rotation-translation operation. Under an Euler angle 9o = 0, the

CDH and DDH planes coincide with each other and the operation which is to be performed to

superimpose the detector related frame Op?p®p® onto the crystal related frame Tpxpypz

consists of a combined operation which involves a translation of components (8) that brings

O at F and a rotation, around the axis normal at F, of angle

= 0o + V'o • (9)

Such an operation needs redefinition of data discretization in the Tpxpyp2 frame: the

initial histogram H has to be transformed into a new histogram, H, with its pixels properly

centred at F and with pixels sides parallel to the Fpx and Fpy axes respectively.

Using the properties of data discretization discussed in section 3.3, the information

h{s,t) assigned to the (,s,i)-th element of H is computed as a linear combination of values

10



h(i:j) o f e l e m e n t s [i.j) o f H,

(10)

{i,J)€Do

where the coefficient p(st; tj) represents the overlap area of the ( s , t ) - th pixel in the

TpxPiiP: frame and the [i, j ) - t h pixel in the Op^p^pf frame,

5.2. Iteration of the search procedure for crystal frame. If the steps described in

section 4 are repeated for the histogram 5, obtained from H by means of a statistical noise

smoothing procedure which does not involve synnnctrization, characteristic values <p0, *?o,

4>o-! £, f? will be found for this histogram. Their comparison with those obtained for H will

provide insight into the soundness of the described method and will allow an estimate of

its rate of convergence.

The parameters of the initial H histogram can be corrected with those obtained for

S and the procedure of finding a better approximation repeated. This new histogram can

be again analyzed and so on.

A sound procedure should stabilize after a low number of iterations.

6. Intuitive Insight into the Signature of Crystal Symmetry

6.1. Existence of an infinity of attraction basins for the Euler angle pair (<p,0). The

existence of an infinity of solutions for the Euler angles, showing a periodic distribution,

obviously follows from the property of the rotation matrices characteristic to the operations

with Euler angles to involve periodic trigonometric functions.

The occurrence of periodic trigonometric functions provides, however, a partial answer

only to the problem of solution multiplicity. In fact, inside each period originating in the

trigonometric functions, severaJ attraction basins have been found to exist, each of which

results in a distinct solution by the procedure of section 4.5.

This circumstance raises two questions: which is the origin (in other words, the phys-

ical significance) of the various attraction basins inside a period; how the starting values

(j>o'\ 9Q) a n d t n e grid {<f>k-,9t} in the (<j>,6) plane could be defined to pick up the possible

solutions within a period.

11

6.2. The distinct attraction basins within a period correspond to local minima in

the signature of crystal symmetry (4). Insight into the physical meaning of the various

solutions in the (<j>,9) plane is obtained looking back at the meaning of the primary data

generated over the manifold (7). As they represent (section 4.2) the signature of crystal

symmetry (4), it follows that the various attraction basins within a period correspond to

iocai minima of the SCS.

There is an instructive way to substantiate this property. Assume 9 — 0 and hence

the combined rotation and translation operation of section 5.1 is to be performed.

Now, instead of the angle o>0, Eq.(9), singled out by the symmetry analysis, let us

allow for rotations of variable angle o running over the fundamental period [0, JT), at

values defined bv a verv fine mesh.

], q = 0, ...,8(no + 1), (11)

where no is the number of angle values inside the open first octant,

Computation, at the F point and at various DM areas, of the SCS (4) over the mesh

(11), followed by the graphical representation of the obtained results, provides a suplemen-

tary confirmation of the analysis developed in section 4, demonstrates the abovc.mentioned

relationship between the attraction basins and the SCS minima, and yields intuitive insight

into data behaviour at direct and Umklapp processes (section 8.5).

6.3. Starting values and grid selection in the. (<p,$) plane. The results established in

section 6.2 provide the first part of an educated guess which allows us to define starting

values 4>Q , 8Q for the existing attraction basins within a period.

The second part of the educated guess concerns the meshes h^, and ho respectively

needed to generate a convenient grid around a given (^, 0Q''). It is obtained from a

preliminary study of the behaviour of the chi-square sums in the (<j>,9) plane with the

mesh sizes hj,, hg.

Specifically, having at hand c-projection 2D-ACAR data for the high-temperature su-

perconductor YBaiCttiOi-i [9, 29, 30], we tried to solve the problem formulated in Sec. 4

for a rectanguJar projection of the first Brillouin zone onto the CDH plane.

12



For such data, the tentative mesh h$ =0 .1 radians proved to be enormous, while

h,j, = 0.1 radians was a normal one. The result originates in the very different behaviour of

the data along the ^-direction and ^-direction respectively in the (<t>,8) plane. Along the

9 direction, a very narrow and deep minimum, showing low polynomial behaviour at mesh

sizes he ~ 10~4 radians was found. By contrast, the behaviour along the <j> direction was

found to be very slowly variable, such that the chi-square sums in the (<j>, 6) plane were

nearly cylindrically degenerate.

7. Reliability Tests and Consistency Criteria

The scrutiny of the significance of the solutions of the various problems denned in

sections 4 to C allows the implementation of a step by step validation procedure of the

proposed analysis. While limited in scope by the availability of a 2D-ACAR spectrum at a

single temperature, and hence unable to remove contributions to the spectrum originating

in crystal kihomogeneities (which require availability of spectra at several temperatures,

see [23], the present validation procedure provides remarkably sensitive tools for evidencing

their occurrence in the data.

7.1. The maximum M-th Umklapp area (section 3.1). The fact that a given DM

area could be accommodated within Dp does not automatically imply that the physical

information stored within it would be meaningful. The higher the (m, n) Umklapp process,

the lower is the signal to noise ratio within its area inside Do (section 2.5). Therefore,

unless a high count statistics was acquired, extension of the analysis at higher DM areas

could be useless.

Adequate quantitative measure of signal quality over DM is provided by the value of

YoO1'?' n f 1 ' 5 " ) - EtI- (4)' where (xP,yj?} denotes the solution (8) found for the F point

and the terms (5) are computed using elements of the matrix 5" obtained by the iterative

procedure of section 5.2. Therefore, if the reliability test

0<xli*F, y?;DM)<T

is fulfilled for 5 under a. '"reasonable" threshold value (T = 5, say), then the

13

(12)

retained as significant. Otherwise, the only significant information carried by 5 is that

within the DM-I area.

7.2. Independence on DM of the («D,A0) estimates of the F point (section 4,3). Once

the infimum problem (6) is solved at a given DM, M > 1, agreement, within quarter-

of-pixel accuracy, of the current solution (KO,AO) with those got at lower M labels is a

significant consistency criterion.

7.3. Acceptable 60 values (section 4.5, problem (i)). As stated in section 2.1., we

expect that the present analysis siiigles out a principal crystallographic direction. If this

is found to lie far away from the Op1? axis of the experimental histogram, the inferences

about the 2D momentum projection should be considered doubtful.

If, however, the magnitude of 9Q lies within a reasonably small range (which we ten-

tatively assumed to be 0.5 x 10~3 radians), then 60 is equated to zero and one can proceed

to the next operation.

7.4. Convergence of the iterates (section 5.2). A natural requirement on the refinement

of the definition of the crystal frame FpTpvp, is the rapid convergence of the iterates which

have to remain stable within a convenient accuracy threshold (relative or absolute, which

ever is the largest) of, say 0.5 x 10~3.

7.5. Agreement, over DM, of the F point with the gravity centre. G. In an ideal

2D-ACAR histogram, the first order moments of inertia with respect to the Tpz axis vanish.

Therefore, the symmetry centre F and the gravity centre G coincide with each other.

In a real histogram, however, the alternative characterization of the centre of a val-

idated DM region of the smoothed S histogram as either the F point (i.e., the point of

lowest SCS (4)), or the G point (i.e., of vanishing first order moments of inertia) could

result in different solutions.

As the signaS to noise ratio is expected to be the largest for the direct process pixels,

an acceptable 2D-ACAR histogram is to show good agreement of the F and G coordinates

over the first Briilouin zone at least.

14



7,6, The canonical reference frame solution QQ, £, ?/ (section 6). Each of the solutions

<I>[Q\ SQh\ 4>ob)' Zib)- T? ( t ) ' w h e r e t h e superscript (6) denotes the label of an a t t ract ion basin,

' validated by the reliability criterion 7.3, results in a triplet of values o0 , Eq. (9), £<bK

I qW which defines a perfectly valid reference frame for data description. Which of them

represents the canonical reference frame Tprpyp: of Sec. 2.3 is a mater of convention.

For the c-projerted data in YBajCttzO-r-j untwimied single crystals which illustrate

the procedure of this paper (section 8), the standard convention described in the textbooks

[11], establishes the direction of the TpT (F.Y) axis along the a crystal direction, the Tpy

(TV") axis along the b crystal direction, and the Tp: (TZ) axis along the c crystal direction.

A choice of the detector frame Opfp^fp? such that Op1/ axis lies near the crystal a

direction and the Opy} axis near the crystal b direction was used by most authors who

' performed 2D-ACAR studies of YBa2Cu307-i [18-20. 23, 26. 27]. The canonical reference
1 frame Tpxpyp; then corresponds to that triplet c/0, £, ij characterized by the rotation angle

«(j which shows the least departure from zero.

If, however, the orientation of the detector frame satisfies the convention: OpY/ axis

near h direction, OplJ axis near a direction (like in the data collected by the Geneva group,

[9, 21, 22, 24, 29, 30]), then we get the canonical Tpxpvp, frame by selecting that triplet

<vo, £, '? characterized by the rotation angle o0 which shows the least departure from w/2.

8. Signature of 1 ' -s Crystal Symmetry in c-Projected Data

i 8.1. Raw data. The use of the present method is illustrated on a c-projected 2D-ACAR

spectrum collected on three untwinned YBazCusO-j-& single crystals at the University of

Geneva. Previous analysis of this spectrum, reported in [9, 29, 30], showed the existence

of well resolved Fermi surface ridges at 2-nd and 3-rd Umklapp positron annihilations.

Rephrased in the terms of the present paper, the analysis in those references assumed

that the superposition of the Op®p®p® frame onto the Tpjrpypz frame was obtained as a

result of a fractionary translation (8) only and no rotation was necessary to get Vp^ and

Tpy axes properly aligned to symmetry axes of the crystal.

!f The detector developed at Geneva [31], performs data discretization into a 401 x 401
v,
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pixel grid over DD- Following the definitions of sections 3.2 and 3.3, the origin of the

OPxP^P? frame is chosen at the centre of this distribution.

With a pixel-side in this experiment, ao = 0.15 mrad, accommodation of M-Umklapp

areas (2)-(3) up to a value MmaI - 3 is possible, i.e., four M-Umklapp areas are at our

disposal for 2D-ACAFL data analysis.

8.2. Outline of analysis. Out of the two distinct crystal related reference frames

mentioned in section 7.6, results concerning the canonical reference frame only, which is

alternative to that used in [9, 29], are discussed.

The analysis can be performed on either the primary matrix H, or on Do -symmetry

invariant transformations of the primary data which change the Op® and OpD axes with

each other (rotations of ±TT/2 around O, respectively reflections with respect to the two

bisectrices). While the numerical values obtained for various quantities were found to be

reference frame dependent, they were found to satisfy to a remarkable degree of accuracy

the symmetry relations relating these frames. With this provision of robustness check

of our code, we report in what follows numerical values derived in the reference frame

Op^p^p? obtained from the original one by a counterclockwise rotation of angle n/2.

The corresponding histogram is denoted in what follows HT.

8.3. Rough location of the F point. The solution of the infimum problem (6) was found

by a steepest descent direct search procedure using the information about the signature of

crystal symmetry (4) at pixel centres. Once the fixed point was reached, SCS derivation

at the corners and side centres of the pixel containing F allowed refinement of the solution

of (6) to quarter-of-pixel accuracy.

The results are summarized in Table 1. The first two rows show that the consistency

criterion 7.2 is satisfied and the point ( — 1.0,5.0) of DDHP approximates the in-DDHP coor-

dinates of the F point within an absolute accuracy of ±37.5 ^irad. The chi-square sum

values at (KO,AO) suggest the occurrence of comparable distances from this point to I\

irrespective of the DM area over which values for KQ and AQ were fixed. The two final rows

give the fractionary coordinates, inside the ( —l,5)-th pixel, of the centre of gravity, G, of

the DM areas.
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8.4. Derivation of parameters of crystal frame axes, For the rectangular shape of the

D\[ areas of section 2.5, the symmetry adapted parametric representation of the problem

defined in section 4.5 (ii) is done in terms of six free parameters. For their determination

by a chi-square sum approach, a neighbourhood (7) characterized by a value L = 2 (i.e.,

consisting of a grid of 5 x 5 = 25 points), was found to satisfy both criteria formulated in

section 4.4 and was therefore used to solve the problems of section 4.5.

The variation, in terms of the DM areas, of the SCS of the raw histogram Hr over the

manifold (7) is shown in contour projection onto DDHP in figures l(a-d). The bottom of

each figure, where F is expected to be placed, is represented by the innermost closed line.

The comparison of figures la to Id shows that, in contradistinstion to an error-free

2D-ACAR spectrum on an ideal crystal, there are expected sensible variations of the posi-

tion of the F point with the DM area over which it is defined. There is, nevertheless, a

significant overlap of the central, M—dependent, contours containing the F point. This

can be therefore sufficiently well defined from the present data.

More detailed characterization of the departure of the symmetry of the collected spec-

trum from an ideal one follows from the consideration of the variation with the M label of

both the F and G points, From figures l(a-d) it follows that F shows the largest variation

when one includes into analysis the 1—Umklapp processes and the smallest at inclusion of

3 — Umklapp prcesses. This is opposite to the trend suggested by the variation of G with

DM (Table 1). Both functional dependences are complementary to each other and reflect

features emphasized by the approximating spaces in which F and G are defined. They

point to the existence of a nonnegligible fluctuation from the signal expected in an ideal

crystal, in the region of 2 — and 3—Umklapp processes, mainly along p® direction (in the

original H histogram, this is the p® direction). The fluctuation cannot be resolved and

removed by the present analysis.

Table 2 collects numerical results of the analysis detailed in sections 4 and 6.

The negligibly small values obtained for the Euler do angle provide the proof that,

in the considered 2D-ACAR experiment, the DDH plane can be identified to a high accuracy

with the a — b crystal plane.

The row of \Q values points to a diminution of signal quality under the inclusion of
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Urnklapp processes into analysis. This diminution, however, shows limited variation at

M > 1, such that ail the M—Umklapp available areas can be confidently assumed to carry

significant signatures of the Fermi surface of the specimen.

The numerical values obtained for the quantities or0, £, t] give quantitative measun- to

the qualitative behaviour emerging from the analysis of figures l(a-d). Of importance for

the estimate of the quality of the smoothed 2D-ACAR data S is the agreement between the

coordinates of F and G over the various Dm areas. The last two rows of the Table 2 show

the occurrence of excellent agreement at M < 1, while moderate to poor at M = 2 and

M = 3 respectively. This lets us infer that, the resolved signal at 3— Umklapp processes is

expected to exhibit nonnegligibie distortion from the ideal shape.

Within the canonical reference frame, the SCS of the smoothed but unsymmetrized

histogram S shows excellent symmetry properties over the manifold (7) (Fig. 2).

8.5. A posteriori check of the occurrence of crystal twinning. A method able to

validate the T point coordinates and to provide a posteriori confirmation of the presence or

absence of crystal twinning in 2D-ACAR spectra collected on YBaiCu3O-s single crystals,

proposed by Smedskjaer and Legnini [8], was successfully used by the Argonne group [20,

23,26, 27].

Essentially, the "chi-square sum report" of [8], which stimulated the present research,

is an empirical equivalent of the derivation of a sampling (11) of the signature of crystal

symmetry by means of the rigorous expression (4).

There are two ways of performing the sampling (11) of the SCS (4) at F: in the

Op'zPyP? frame, or in the rpIpyp~ frame. In the first case, the computation of either

the raw histograms H{aq) or of their smoothed counterparts S(aq) to get the terms (5)

of (4), involves elements of the initial matrix H. Therefore, the angular dependences of

the quantities XQ(KFI^P> ^M) "vvj31 characterize the histogram H. In the second case, it

is the histogram H(ao) which is taken for reference, such that the angular dependences of

the quantities Xo(0,0; DM) will characterize this histogram. Here results which illustrate

the second way are reported.

In contradistinction to the abovementioned chi-square sum report, we have at our

disposal several reference areas DM the symmetry properties of which follow from the
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sampling (11) (figures 3(a-c)). These results point to a substantial difference between the

SCS (4) at direct processes (Fig. 3a) and after the inclusion of 1-Umklapp and 2—Umklapp

processes (figures 3b and 3c respectively).

Within the first Brillouin zone, the 5 histogram shows exactly two minima, in agree-

ment with the results of the more abstract analysis of section 4.5.

These two minima correspond to the two symmetry directions, FA' and TY respec-

tively, of the canonical reference frame.

The alternance of two deep minima and two high maxima over [0,7r) points to the

occurrence, inside the first Brillouin zone of the sample, of a dominating highly anisotropic

structure, which is precisely oriented along one of the symmetry axes. Since if this structure

would extend along both symmetry axes, then the SCS near the bisectrices would show

minima as well. Instead of that, we find the amazing detail that the angle a values at

which the maxima of the S curves lie correspond precisely to the diagonals of the first

Brillouin zone.

The straightforward corollary of this result is the validation of the used crystals in the

2D-ACAR experiment as essentially untwinned.

In contrast to Fig. 3a, both figures 3b and 3c show close resemblance to the published

chi-square sum reports.

The occurrence of the local minima along the bisectrices is nothing but a purely

geometrical effect following from the fact that the rotation conserves the distances.

In conclusion, the most relevant test which proves the occurrence or absence of twin-

ning is the sampling (11) of the SCS (4) at direct processes. The Umklapp processes only

weaken the significance of the test.

8.6. Spurious jumps originating in discretization redefinition. The pairs of curves

shown in figures 3(a-c) illustrate an unwanted effect of the discretization redefinition:

irrespective of the DM manifold over which they are computed and on the reference frame

in which they are defined, the chi-square sums (4) associated to unsmoothed histograms

H{a) or H(a0 + o) show erratic behaviour at rotation angles a resulting in small angular

deviation (under ±2°) of the rotated axes from the symmetry axes. This effect, shown at

magnified scale, is present at 3—Umklapp processes as well (Fig. 3d}.
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This effect was known long time ago [32], and its removal was obtained by means

of an appropriate smoothing procedure. In the present paper, use of the WLS smoothing

algorithm of [9], of radial parameter r = 11 resulted in the smooth curves of figures 3(a-d).

A convincing proof that the bare discretization redefinition (i.e., without smoothing)

results in spurious variations of the SCS (4) was obtained from the study of the angular

dependence over the set (11) of the SCS of 2D-ACAR theoretical FLAPW data [14] at (K, A)

points away from the origin. The erratic behaviour over the same angular range and its

removal by the same WLS algorithm were observed.

8.7. The. Fermi surface ridge at 2— and 3~ Umklapp positron annihilations. The

present analysis validates all the previously reported results on the same spectrum con-

cerning the occurrence of the Fermi surface ridge [9, 29, 30], Under the use of a same

smoothing procedure as in [9], improvement of the resolution of the Fermi surface ridge is

obtained (Fig. 4).
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Contour plots of the DM dependence of the SCS (4) of Hr over the. neighbour-

hood (7) of (-1.0,5.0). Within each figure, the innermost closed contour encircles the SCS

minimum and contains the V point inside it.

a. First Brillouin zone

b. 1-Umklapp area

c. 2 —Umklapp area

d. 3 —Umklapp area

Fig. 2. Symmetry properties of the SCS (4) of the smoothed but unsymmetrized

histogram 5 over the neighbourhood (7) of T (3—Umklapp solution, Dj. area).

a. Contour plot

b. 3D plot

Fig. 3. DM dependence of the sampling (11) (n0 = 60) of the SCS (4) of the raw

histogram Hr(cto) (solid lines) and smoothed but unsymmetrized histogram 5(ao) (broken

lines).

a. First Brillouin zone

b. 1 —Umklapp area

c. 2—Umklapp area

d. 3 —L'mklapp area (angular window around positive Tpx axis)

Fig. 4. Fermi surface ridge in YB(i2CuzO-;-b in the canonical reference fn..me

(smoothing procedure and windowing of [9]).

a. 2 —Umklapp ridge

b. 3-Umklapp ridge
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Table 1

Raw H, matrix: rough location of T, chi-square sums at T,

and fractionary coordinates of G, in terms of D\j areas.

M

Ao

xl
ia
VG

0
-1.0
5.0

7.270
-0.5178 x 10- '
0.2427 x 10- '

1
-1.0
5.0

6.669
-0.4759 x 10- '
0.6217 x 10"'

2

-1.0
5.0

8.145
0.2024

-0.2775 x 10"1

3
-1.0
5.0

7.194
0.2969

-0.9021 x 10- '
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Table 2

Hr matrix: DM dependence of the parameters of the canonical

reference frame (0O, o0 , £, 77), chi^square sums at T,

and centre of gravity (£G, JJC) of the smoothed signal inside DM area.

M
^0

f
n

xi
(c
'?G

0
0.6994 x 10-*
0.4221 x 10^*

-0.1255 x 10~'
0.2419
0.1110

0.1801 x 10-4

-0.2688 x 10- J

1
0.5506 x 10-5

0.1632 x 10*"'
0.6243 x 10- '
0.8713 x 10- '

1.094
0.1275 x 10"2

0.9220 x 1O"J

2
0.5106 x 10-5

0.1502 x 10- '
0.1477

0.1680 x 10- '
3.476

0.7128 x 10-1

-0.4319 x 10"'

3
0.2085 x 10~5

0.1425 x 10- '
0.1676

0.6729 x 10- 3

2.853

0.1469
-0.9282 x 10-1
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